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1.

С Н АР Т Е R
INTRODUCTION
Angular distribution of particles from reactions induced by 1- to 3 MeV
1)

deuterons are of interest for the study of mechanism of nuclear reaction
In this energy range direct reactions and compound nucleus, formation are
expected to compete.
For reactions induced on

N with deuterons in this energy range, compound

nucleus formation has been observed at several excitation energies in the
range 22-26 MeV in
maialy via the a

0 (ref. ). The compound nucleus so formed, decays
(refs.

), p (refs.

)

(refs 3,1* ,7-9) and у

(refs. * )

channels.

Possible decay through the pn1+2_ channels has also been reported for
5)
one resonance energy
As far as the mass 15 residual nuclei are concerned, a great deal of
attention has been paid t o them, both theoretically and experimentally.

According tc the shell model, they have in their ground state a single hole
vithin the closed ( I s )

(1p)

shell of

0.

Shell model calculations in this

case are relatively straightforward and expected to agree vith experiment.
This i s illustrated in f i g . 1.1 where the energy level diagrams of

N and

15,0 are displayed together with the recent theoretical picture. The experimental assignments are quoted from the compilation of refs
t i c a l structure i s as reported by Lie et al.
coupling model of E l l i s and Engeland

11,12)

2,10)

who applied the weak

.

Levels vith j " = •% or -^ which are populated strongly with
(or fl

The theore-

i. - 0

= 0) in d,p (or d,n) reactions, are expected to show a -large stripping

cross section at low bombarding energies, since only a small fra-.cion of the
internal momentum of the deuteron i s required for the part i e l e transfere and
therefore the separation of proton and neutron at the instant of stripping
may be large.

i

1

T в ею Т
и.N*d-p

THEORY

Fig. 1.1

Energy level diagram for

N and

0 nuclei

3.
Angular distributions of.proton groups from -.y N(d,p) 'N have been.
studied in several laboratories

1.ë;lOiiU-a

.These' studies; have shown that

A = О tr&nsfere reactions .proceed mainly to the excited states.denoted by
n
').

P

5> 7'

A study of the dependence of the angular distribution on the bombarding
energy is reported

. Differential cross section measurements were carried

out at 100 keV intervals in the energy range 1-3 MeVi The results show a
fluctuating nature of the cross section. Detailed study of these fluctuations
seems laborious if conventional methods of measurements are used.
For the H(d,n) 0 reactions angular distribution analysis has Ъееп
15
' 7 23 2U
reported for the n transition to the ground state of 0 (refs. * * ) .
The

n

j_«

transitions have also been investigated vith deuterons of energies

under 3 MeY

. Higher excited states are only known to be studied with beam
energies above 3 MeV 26-281 .- The lowest excited states populated by J. = 0
27)
transition is reported to be the n. state
.
The present work was initiated by an investigation of the reaction
1

C(d,p) J C (refs. ' ) where it was found that,for bombarding energies below

3 MeV,there was a strong competition between direct reactions and compound
nucleus formation. Using the Doppler shift line shape method (DSLSM), it was
possible to obtain detailed informations about the energy dependence of the
differential cross sections.
It is expected that the same method applied to the case of deuteron
1U
induced reactions on N, may throw additional light on the reaction mechanism.
The entire energy range can be probed with as small energy steps of deuteron
beam as it seems adequate. The method provides the differential cross section
expresse,' in terms of Legendre polynomial expansion. The Legendre coefficients
so obtained form a set of paremeters th&t may reveal the competition between the
different modes of reaction. The method is applicable to the neutron channels

i
Ш
i

a

4.

in the same way as it is to the proton channels./ This makes
it possible to compare the two channels, under the same experimental conditions.

The DSLSM is applicable only to reactions

with a relatively high у-глу yield.

The present investigation

is therefore limited to the above mentioned 4 or £ - 0 reacn
p
tions leading to the 6.788 (n.) HeV excited level in

0 and

the 7.301 ( p 5 ) , 8.3126 (p ? ) , and 9.05 (pg> MeV excifcüd levels
in

N.
A detailed treatment of the shape method is given in chap-

ter 2.

Description of the experimental methods used is out-

lined in chapter 3.

Final results together with the discussion

is to be found in chapter 4. Tbe simear,y-.aa: «ell... as. $he: conclusion is given in chapter 5.

An appendix to describe

an interactive spectrum analysis program developed in the course
of this work is given at the end.

•Й

С НА+-Р ГЕ-R' . 2/ .,.
THE DOPPLER SHIFT LEp?SHAPEr METHOD
2.1

Introduction
The methods f o r t h e determination o f v e l o c i t i e s o f Y-eniitting n u c l e i

have Ъееп developed e x t e n s i v e l y s i n c e t h e pioneer vork o f Devon and h i s
collaborates

3 1

^ . The advent o f high r e s o l u t i o n Ge(Li) y-ray d e t e c t o r s

has contributed g r e a t l y t o t h i s development.

The b a s i c p r i n c i p l e used i s

t h a t Y-reys emitted from n u c l e i i n f l i g h t e x h i b i t s a Doppler s h i f t i n energy.
If E

i s t h e energy o f a Y~*ay emitted from a nucleus a t . r e s t , t h e c o r r e s -

ponding energy emitted from a nucleus i n f l i g h t i s given "oy
E = E (1 + v ' / c cos6)
v
Y
o
where

2.1

v ' /c i s t h e r a t i o between t h e v e l o c i t y o f t h e nucleus a t t h e time o f

decay and t h a t o f l i g h t , and 9 ' i s t h e a n g l e between t h e d i r e c t i o n o f motion
o f t h e nucleus and t h e emitted y-ray, a s shown i n F i g . 2 . 1 .

Fig.

2 . 1 : Schematic of а у emitting nucleus in

flight.

As an I l l u s t r a t i v e example one may consider a spectrum from a nuclear
reaction of the type А{а,Ъу)В, vhich i s yielding an isotropie distribution of
the particle

Ъ in the centre of mass system of the reaction.

The possible

Y-гау energy distribution obtained with the detector placed at 0° with respect
to the beam axis i s shown in Fig. 2.2.The dashed curve shown to the right

L
b.

represents the у-тау energy distribution emitted from the recoil nucleus in
flight, as detected Ъу an ideal detector of infinite resolution.

The same

y-rays i f emitted from the nucleus at rest, i s represented by the vertical line
to the l e f t .

The s o l i d curves indicate how the f i n i t e resolution óf-the

detector contribute to thé broadening of the peaks.

\

max
Fig. 2.2: Doppler shifted "frays peak as compared to unshifted peak,
detected Ъу an ideal and a real detectors respectively..
The values E

and E
indicated on the figure correspond, in
'min
'шах
this case, to the energy of -y-rays emitted from nuclei recoiling respectively
in 180° and 0° directions in the centre of the mass system.
In any practical experiment, the following factors contribute to the
shape of the Doppler shifted peak:
1.

The broadening of the peak due to the intrinsic resolution and finite
size of the detector and its associated electronic system. The broadening
is usually assumed to be symmetric and to a good approximation described
Ъу a gaussian distribution. Any asymmetry introduced on the distribution due
to a special characteristic of the detector or the geometry of the experi-

т.
mental setup has to Ъе c r i t i c a l l y considered.
2.

The angulaor leorreletionibetveenVthejparticle b; :and/thelfoiïbwing;/
y-rays.

3.

The relation between the mean l i f e of thé excited state and; the velocity
loss in the stopping medium. The slowing down time ranges between 10
in gases and 10~

s ;

s in solid media. When the mean l i f e i s much 'longer

than the slowing down time, the y-rays are emitted after the'recoiling
nuclei have come to rest.

Hence* there will be no Doppler'shift and one

gets a sharp peak, of FWHM determined by the resolution of the detector
system.

For mean l i v e s of the same order of magnitude as the slowing down
p r o c e s s the l a t t e r ha» t o be takan i n t o account i n the a n a l y s i s 321.
In the special cases where the mean l i f e i s much shorter than the slowing
down time, most of the recoiling nuclei decay before loosing any appreciable
amount of their energy or changing their direction.
in this thesis only short lived excited states fc£ 10

In the analysis described
s) are considered.

Hence the Doppler broadened y-ray peak reflects the i n i t i a l state of motion
of the recoiling nuclei or, for the reaction A(a,by)B, the b-y angular correlation.

In cases where the y-rays are emitted isotropically, the correlation

i s simplified t o the angular distribution of the emitted particle

b.

The study of thé angular distribution of nuclear reaction of the above
type by the use of the DSLSM has been found very successfull

29

»30} >

The

angular distribution can be obtained from a single y-ray spectrum. The d i s t r i bution obtained stretches from 0° to i80°, a range which is" not. practically
available with conventional methods of angular distribution measurements. Due
to the simplified data taking process, i t i s easier and faster to study the
variation of differential cross section over a large range of bombarding energy.
Moreover, in cases where the emitted particle i s a neutron, the-direct measurement by the time of flight method i s bound to large uncertainties especially
when high energy neutrons are emitted.

In this respect the indirect method

of DSLSM is expected to provide much more reliable results.

2.2 The Shape Method
33)
The DSLSM technique has Ъее: developed by Star» et al.
зп an
inves-itigation of the reaction
states in

Ка(р,сгу) He, where the spin of some of the

2U,

Mg have Ъееп deduced from a-y correlation.measurements.

The

analysis r e l i e s on studying the reaction at resonances, where theoretical
expression for the angular correlation functions are deduced for possible
values of spin and parity of the resonance l e v e l s .

The corresponding Dcppler

shifted Y-ray l i n e shapes are calculated and compared vith the experimental
results to select the correct spin for the resonance l e v e l .
have developed a more straightforward approach.
12
13
tiie

C(d,pY)

Tryti et al. 29)

In their investigation of

С reaction the angular distribution of the emitted proton i s

deduced directly from the Y-ray line shape. Due t o the hidden potentiality
in t-be method and since the vork described here i s following .the natural route
for extending i t s scope of application, a formal deduction follows.

beam direction

Fig. 2.3.

Schesatic representation of the angular correlation for
reaction Т(а,Ъ)В (Y)B.

L
9.
Consider the reaction А(а,Ъ)в*(у)В. A schematic representation of
the angular correlation of the reaction in the centre of Ease system, is
shown in fig. 2.3. The direction of notion of the particles В, b and
the y-ray relative to the Ъеат direction are denoted Ъу the angles 6 B ,
&
о

and в respectively together vith the azimuthal angle ф for the
у

Y-ray relative to the particle Ъ, In the special case of в

* 0 eq..

2.1 takes the form
E.. ( 1 + - ^ - - - a

2.2

vhere v_ is the velocity of the centre of mass, and v

is the velocity

of the recoil nucleus in the center of mass system. The relation
ir - 9.В
bas been used. The Y~r&7 yield from recoiling nuclei formed vith the- emission
of particle b into the solid angle dft and decaying 'vith velocity bet veen
33)
and v 1 dv' can be expressed as
A(v« ,8^,8 .ф)
1

dv an

dv'

2.3

is the velocity distribution function of the recoiling nuclei
dv'
and W(8 ,8„>Ф) is the triple angular correlation function. Primed variables

where

refer to the laboratory system. In cases vhere the mean life of the Y~ray
emitting nuclei is short compared to the slowing down time, v' = v' and
dH/dv' approaches a constant. Vith the detector placed at 0° eq.. 2.3 then
becomes
2.1»
vhere H i s the total y-ray intensity or the total number of Y~emi*'bing
nuclei.
On the other hand, the Y-ray energy distribution has the form

m

m

I

10.
8,5
which, with the use of e^. 2.2 and 2.U hecomes

2.6

ldE_.
where Δ2 * Ε —
ο
οc

i s half the Doppler broadening of the γ-peak.

The angular

may he expanded in terms of Legendre polynomial

correlation function

«V

P

2.7

L(COSV

If one takes into account the f i n i t e resolution of the detector, and assumes
the resulting broadening t o he of Gaussian shape with standard deviation

s,

the γ-ray energy distribution hecomes

'max

*"TT-J*·

dE

dE
ohs

'ohs

min

where E
shifted

and E

E)

m

— — exp[-

f

2

dE

2s2

Ohs

2.8

are the maximum and minimum energy of the Doppler

γ-rays.

Finally, the introduction of eq.. 2.6 and 2.Τ in 2.8 gives:

dS

bbs

ohs

κ vT*
ο

s

'max

Ε

+Ε

ƒ

V
max

- 2E

" Εγ -

-)exp('

ohs

-)dE„ dE

ohs

min

2.9
The l i m i t s

E
and E
correspond to cos9 =» ·ί·1 and - 1 , respectively,
'min
'max
°

ïhe observed γ-energy distribution i s fitted t o the experimental shape hy
the method of least square with the Legendre coefficients as adjustable parameters.

L·

11.

In case of isotropic γ-ray emission, the correlation function V(Q)
Hence, under 1 this

i s reduced to the differential cross section

condition the Legehdfe coefficients obtained describe completely the particle
distribution in the centre of mass systea.
The summation over

L i s 1 omitted by the geometrical conditions of the

reaction mechanism. In the channel-spin formalism, neglecting L-S coupling,
are given as (ref.

the Legendre coefficients

VS

Uk (21 + I)(2i + 1)
ο
ο
ο

J J'

)

J V J ' , S L) Ζ(Λ J V J'.SL)

(-1)

W
SS

,J S S

*,J«S S

)· s (

2.10

where k i s the i n i t i a l relative momentum; I
and i
are the spins
ο
ο
ο
of target and projective, respectively; S and S are the channel spins
for the entrance and exit channels ; i , V and &, V
orbital angular momenta,
J O G

Τ and J'

are the corresponding

are the t o t a l angular momenta;
^

β

s( , O j ] i s theS-matrix element and Z(i J 1' J ' , SI>) a t e the Z - c o e f f i c i e n t s
0
3k)
tabulated in ref.
. The summation i s over a l l quantum numbers. From
the properties of Ζ coefficients
L <I * V
< J + J'

2.11

i I +V
Hence L

aax

in e^. 2.7 i s restricted by
L2&SX
<

Minimum (21 , 2J, 2Λ)

2.12

An exaaple of an observed Soppier shifted γ-ray spectrum together vith
the f i t t e d curve and the deduced energy distribution i s shown in f i g . 2.k.
The figure represents the p_ excited level with incident deuteron energy

I

"•f

12.
of 2 . 0 MeV. In t h i s caae t h e γ-raye are emitted i a o t r o p i c a l l y , and t h e
deduced γ-ray energy d i a t r i b u t i o n represente t h e outgoing p a r t i c l e angular
d i s t r i b u t i o n plotted a s a function o f c o s θ
•b *

CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig. 2.4: γ-rays l i n e shape f i t

2.3

(dispersion = I keV/ch)

Arbitrary detector angle
Eq. 2.9 may also be applied in cases vhère thé γ-ray detector i s placed

at an arbitrary angle, provided that the limits of integration i s properly
modified.

It i s easily seen that, with the detector at an angle

α with

respect to the beam axis, the observed shift decreases by a factor- of cos α .

E
T

min

(α) » E (1 + ; f-cosa)

2.11

(α) - E

2.11

T

(1 - ^ - c o s o )
o

The Legeadre polynomial coefficients, in eq. 2.9 in this case express the
particle-Y angular correlation function W( θ ^α).

ca

13.

However, for isotropic emission of γ-rays, a'relation between the
Legendre coefficients obtained at Μ angle θ » α and at

θ •0

I

be derived.

can easily

1

By rotating the frexte of reference so that the Z-axis coincide

with the detector axis one gets

DJj0(O,a,O)

P L (coae·) =

2.12

where θ and Θ' are the polar angles in the frame of references with the Z-fvis
in the beam and detector directions, respectively, and DQQ i s the usual
rotation operator

3U)

.

Hence

A^α) = AjiO) P L (coso)

.

2.13

In t h i s way measurements of the γ-ray energy distribution at angles different
from 0 can be of help in confirming the isotropy of the γ-ray distribution.
Development of the shape method towards simultaneous f i t t i n g of γ-ray
l i n e shape &t different angles i s expected t o provide a good tool in studying
partide-γ angular correlation and polarization experiments.
are unfortunately outside the scope of t h i s work.

Such application

14.
C H A P T E R
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
3.1

3

AND DATA ANALYSIS

E x p e r i n e n t a l Setup

The experimental part of t h i s investigation i s a study of the energydependence
ende
of the differential cross section for t h e reactions
and

N(d,n)

Κ(ά,ρ)^Ν by the uae of DSLSM and γ-ray y i e l d meaaurements·
Κ

0

The 3-MeV

Van de Graaf f accelerator at t h e University of Oalo, has been used throughout
the experiment together with data collection and analysis f a c i l i t i e s in the
üuclear Physics Laboratory.

The f a c i l i t i e s comprise of Ge(Li) detectors of

10 cm and 65 cm in volume, modular electronics and PDP-7 on l i n e computer.
In addition, NOBD-1, CDC-33OO and CDC-66OO computers have been used for the
analysis.

In the following, the details of the different experimental elements

are given.

3.1.1

Target material_and preparation
Solid target of natur.ally occurring nitrogen (99.6b %

used.

The target material was adenine (C Η Ν..ΝΗ + 3 H 0 ) .

N) was
Since the DSLSM

in principle requires a point (Source in order t o determine the emitted particle
direction and solid angle subtended at the detector, the use of s o l i d target
was preferable.
The target was prepared by the conventional evaporation method.

However,

i t was f OIL id necessary t o dehydrate the adenine by gentle heating before evaporation.

The dehydration that takes part before melting i s

strong bouncing of the c r y s t a l s .

accompanied by-

Overheating of the adenine above the melting

point (365 C) had to-be avoided since i t led t o a l o s s of nitrogen.
Sue t o the low melting point of adenine, the choice of backing materials
and cooling systea appeared t o be important.

I t has been found that adenine

15.
targets evaporated on thick backings vhich vere cooled directly by running
water, was rather unstable even for very loir beam current (< 80 nA).
may be atributed to heat localization in the thick backing.

This

Targets prepared

on thin gold backingsawhere l i t t l e heat dissipation vas expected, vere found
satisfactorily stable as long as moderate beam current (< 150 nA.) was used.
A gold foil of 0.5 mg/cm vas used as backing ia the shape measurements.
For γ-ray yield measurements, the gold vas replaced by a self supporting
carbon foil vith extremely thin gold layers evaporated on the backside of the
backing and the front side of the target.

Deuterons elastically scattered

from gold vere used t o monitor the reaction.

The gold layer vas made so thin

that the yield of scattered deuterons vas kept comparable vith the yield of
protons from the d,p-reaction.

The tieam current vas kept at «· 100 nA level

keep the target as stable as possible a&d to limit the dead time

of

to

the de-

t e c t o r system.
3.1.2

Detector devices
For γ-ray yield measurements a 10 cm Ge(Li) detector (made by Philips)

was used.
3.5 keV.

The detector system resolution for the 1.33 HeV line of

60
Co vas

To monitor the yield and to measure the absolute cross section,

a sin-face barrier silicon detector (made by ORTEC) vith effective area of
50 nun , vas used.

A resolution of 25 keV for 2 MeV protons vas obtained.

A tantalum disc vith a central opening of 1 mm in diameter vas placed in
front of the detector t o limit the yield of scattered deuterons.
For the DSLSM measurements, the choice of the γ-ray detector vas rather
crucial.

As shown in table 3.1,the γ-peaks to be measured are spaced by

energies of the order of one or two annihilation quanta (0.51 MeVor 1.02 MeV).
Therefore, v i t h

a high e f f i c i e n c y

d e t e c t o r v i t h r e s p e c t to a l l

three peak modes (double escape, s i n g l e escape and f u l l
different

modes belonging to d i f f e r e n t

efficiency
peaks of
tor

P ( )

energy),

peaks may o v e r l a p .

A high

d e t e c t o r vas necessary t o accumulate the high energy
and p, f t

i n a reasonable time.

(made by Princeton) vas used.

A 65 cm3 Ge (Li) detec-

I t vas a c o a x i a l d e t e c t o r open

L
16.

at both e n d s , with a r e s o l u t i o n of 2.6 KeV f o r the 1.33 MeV l i n e
of

60

Co.

TAKE 3.1.

Relative effieiences of 65 cm3'and 10,<aa^Ge(ti) detectors
in the energy range 6.8 - 10.1 MeV, Measurable peake are
denoted by * .

10 cm 3 Cref.3

6

65 cm3.(ref

)

Peak (MeV

double

single

full

double

single

full

nk (6.79)

1.00*

0.1S

0.05

1.00*

0.80

0.55

P 5 (7.30)

0.92*

0.15

0.02

0.97

0.79

0.1*9

P 7 (8.32)

0.53*

0.07

0.00

0.90

0.74*

0.37*

P 9 (9.05)

0.82*

0.67*

0-30

P 16 ( 10.07)

0.67

0.55*

0.21*

Table 3.1 shows the relative efficiency of the detector
for the peaks under investigation compared with that obtained
for the 10 cm detector used in the yield measurement.
From the table it is clear that the p . peaks overlap with
other modes of

and p ? peaks.

The 10 c m 3 detector has been

36>

uaed by R. H i l l e s t add 3 6 > who studied the same reaction during
the development stage of DSLSM.

In his case the p s double

escape peak was nearly pure (a small contribution from n, was
accounted for) while

P ?

was at the edge of the usable efficiency

of the detector.

3.1.3.

22£α_££2ϋίβϊΐ:Ϊ22_8η4 reduction.
Modular electronics was used to accumulate and analyse

the data.

A PD?-7 computer of 16000 words central memory was

used for on line spectrum

analysis, interfaced with8192-, and

1024-channel Laben analogue to digital converters (ADC).

Pile up

rejector was used to improve the resolution, and to énchance the

L
17.

peak to background ratio in the high energy part of the spectrum
at high total counting rates.

ïhe pile tip rejector improved the

peak to background ratio by a factor of 2.
Fig. 3.1 shows a block diagram of the electronic set up
as used during the γ-ray yield measurements,

The circuit

featured a method for the dead time correction.

A single channel

analyser was used to select a high energy peak in the particle
spectrum.

The output signals triggered a pulse generator and

were simultaneously registered by a fast sealer.

From the pulse

generator the pulses were fed into the preampliphier of the γray detector.

The pulse height was adjusted to fit into an open

area of the γ-spectrum.

Cumulative dead time/real time ratio

was takes as the percentage difference between the number of
counts registered by the sealer and the number of counts in the
pulser peak.

The particle spectrum was also used to monitor

reaction.
During the DSLSM measurements a more simplified circuit
was used.

No dead time correction or monitoring was necessary.

A conventional pulser was used to detect any drift that would
occur during the run.

Accumulation tine was'limited to 1 h for

each stored spectrum, in order to minimise the effect of drift.
In all cases the γ-detector waa shielded against background
radiation by 10 cm thick lead shield, while a parafin block of
IS cm thickness and a thin lead sheet of 3 mm were used to attenuate neutrons and low energy γ-rays directly emitted from the
target.

'4

D
Gamma det

Pre-ampl

Pile up
rejector
] fast pulse
Linear ampl.

Pulse
generator

Linear gate

trigger

D

Single channel
analyser

Gate
generator

trigger

Pulse
generator

POP-7

J

Sealer
test trigger

Particle det

Pre-ampl.

Linear ampl.

Faraday Cup

Current
integrator

Scaling circuit

Scaler

Control unit
start/stop

Timer

Fig. 3.1:

BK-ADC

IK-ADC

Block diagram for the electronic set-up used in γ-yield measurements
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3.2
3.2.1

Pata analysis
Shage_analj3iβ.
The solution of eq.2.2 requires the determination

of three basic input values for each peak in each spectrum.
These are:
a) The dispersion of the detector system (dE . ) in
terms of keV/ch.

(inverse dispersion).

b) The detector system resolution Δ (-2/2 4ηϋ s)

or

the FWHM in terms of channels.
c) The position of the unshifted peak Ε

, from

which Ε

and Ε
are determined using tonY
max
min
ventional reaction kinematics calculation together
Y

with eq. 2.11.
Due to the lack of available high energy standard lines
with comparable counting rate in the energy range of interest,
above 5.7 MeV, the method of self calibration was used.

The

three peaks of the 5.27 HeV line (5.27 MeV transition to the
ground state in

N) were taken as reference peaks.

Absolute

calibration was not required in this experiment» 'and from the
L

Ν peaks it was possible to calculate a second order calibration

equation, which has been used to estimate the dispersion at
higher energies.

dE

The dispersion was then given by

a. + 2a_n

3.1

where η is the channel number and a. and a» are the first snd
second order coefficients in the calibration equation.
Fig. 3.2 shows a typical γ-ray
with the detector at 0

spectrum accumulated

with respect to the beam-direction.

Peaks are labeled by their nucleus and the particle emitted.
Single and double escape peaks are primed by * and "
tively.

respec-

20.

SIX» J

L
21.
The detector resolution in term· of FWHM, A, was to a

>

good approximation found to vary as the, square root of the
γ-ray energy.

The 5.27 MeV lilies were used as references.

The positions of the unshifted peaks were determined
from reference spectra obtained with the detector placed at
90° with respect to the beam direction.

To keep track of

the long time drift, reference spectra were accumulated after
every second 0° spectrum.

Short time drift between a 0

spectrum and the reference spectrum accumulated immediately
before or after, was accounted for by observing the position
of the pulser and the unshifted γ-ray lines at lower energies.
Since there was no noticeable change in dispersion, the observed drift was considered to be base line drift.
The angular distribution in terms of Legendre.
polynomial

expansion was obtained by fitting the γ-pulse

height distribution after background subtraction, as discussed in connection with eq. 2.9.

The calculations have

been carried out on CDC-6600 computer using the program
SHAPE

'.

A modified version of the program has been deve-

loped to include special features, like the analysis of γray line shape with the detector at an arbitrary angle and the
possibility to fix one or more of the Legendre coefficients
in advance.

The program in its modifit . version is described

in an internal report.
The program algorithm

accounts for the statistical

errors in the number of counts in each channel.
search for the unshifted peak position (E

It could also

in terms of chan-

nels) and the resolution of the detector system.
iterative method with a limited variation of Ε

A, by an,
and/or

A.

I

1

22.
For statistically good spectra (-100 counts/channel in the
net peak) the obtained value of E

ueÜallyVdiffered^bjriïeee

than 0.5 keV from the coeputediyaluei

Thelvariation injgood-

ness t»f fit with Δ was less significant: and one'.'.had toKJrely
on estimates from unshifted γ-ray lines.

An analysis on the.

effect of variation of Ε

and Δ on the goodness of fit and
o
the values of the fitting parameters haf shown """ that for
Y

equal steps (in terms of keV) the reduced χ -test is three
times as sensitive for variation of Ε

as for variation of 4.

The maximum number of Legendre polynomial to be included
in the angular distribution expansion (eq.2.7) is limited by the
conditions given by 2.12. With the low energy of the entrance and
exit channels of the particles involved (E, < 3 MeV for the entrance channel and Ε

< 4.3 MeV for the exit p. channel), only

channels with orbital angular momenta of low values are expected
to be open.

For each level L
has been determined as a funcmax
tion of energy by the use of Fisher's T-test 38)
Table 3.2
the values of
of L m a x for
for the
the different
differe
shows the
max
of significance is taken as a criterion.

Table 3.2.

L

is&x

levels.

The IX level

values at 1 % level of significance,

Values of the first three levels i s taken from ref.

Level

L
= 0
max
MeV

nk (6.79 KeV) E..S2.0
α
P 5 (7.30 MeV)
P 7 (8.32 MeV)

L

max*2
MeV

L
= h
max
MeV

36)

L
=6
max
MeV

2.0*E.S2.25
α
-

E d >2.25

-

B d *1.3

E d >1,3

-

E,i2.0
α

E,>2.0
α

P 9 (9.05 MeV) E.Sl.U
a.

l.USE,S2.i
α

P i 6 (10.07 MeV) Ea. <-2 . 2 5

2.25^2.55

2.1SE.S2.55
u

E d >2.55

E d >2.55
-

L·
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3.2.2

Gamma^r ay__y,ie ldjneasuremen t β

For the yield of γ-rays measured:as a function of beam
energy, deuterons elastic scattered from the gold backing was
used as monitor.

In the energy range covered (1-3 MeV)

Rutherford scattering has been found to prevail.
To account for target instability, the energy range was
covered by a number of overlapping batches of separate runs.
"Each run was scanned forth and back with overlapping check
points.

It was found that the target decay was nearly pro-

portional to the current passing through it.

Therefore, to

a first approximation the measured yield»Ifmay be expressed
as
I - I o (l - a.q)
where X

o

3.2

is the unattenuated yield,?

is the total charge

that has passed through the target, and a. is the decay con·
stant for the i'th batch run.

The value of a^ was determined

for each run by comparing the total yield of several peaks,
at overlapping points.
In addition to the decay during irradiation, the target
had a variable time and temperature dependent decay.

The

different batches of runs, which were mostly obtained at different days, had therefore to be matched together.

The

matching parameter β., between any two runs i and j was. determined, either directly or indirectly through a third run,
by means of overlapping points.

From the different* sets of

matching parameters, one was chosen so that the overall error
involved was minimum.
The analysis of γ-ray yield data takes into account the
following types of random and statistical errors.
•·>_

24,
a)

Statistical error due to finite number of counts under
the peak and in the fitted; backgroundi;>s;;weU s as
corresponding errors in th_e/:mqnitbr^aBd."deaditi»^
rection.

b)

Uncertainty due to the γ-rays peak limits.

c)

Uncertainty of the decay constante ou.

d)

Uncertainty of the matching constant· B^..

All errors are given in terms of standard deviations·
The γ-ray yield analysis was carried out by developing
compatible programming codes on NORD-1 computer for interactive analysis and for CDC-6600 computer for the bulk of
computations.

3.2.3

Absolute measurements of the d,p and d,n cross
sections by the indirect methods of γ-ray studies applied in
this

investigation require

knowledge of target thick- .

ness and absolute detector efficiency.

The instability of

the target together with difficulties in obtaining absolute
values for the efficiency which is dependent on the experimental geometry exclude direct measurements of the cross
section in absolute units.
An alternative method to obtain the absolute-cross section is to measure it relatively to a known reaction cross
section in the same target.

The best known differential cross

section for reactions induced on
Ν in this 'energy range is
:
14
··
' ' '
probably the

H(P t P) elastic scattering cross section re-

ported by Bashkin et a l .

39)

The differential cross section of

the p 5 and p ? groups were measured relatively to the elastic

25.

scattering of protons at 2.0 and 2,8 MeV respectively and emitted
at 90° in the centre of the mass system.

Ηβηο^ν*)»·^.·'^*1"^*

ι

detector was fixed at the eorrespondingiangie.The - N-gold
target was bombarded alternatively with protons and deuterons
in rapid succession.

The particle yield was monitored by

it
Λ

4

particles elastic scattering from the gold backing, which was
assumed to the stable during the experiment.

Comparison of

the yield at several energies for deuterons and protons scattered by gold.' showed no deviation from the Rutherford cross
section·

Changes in the nitrogen target was accounted for by

calculating the 'weighted mean for several successive alternating proton and deuteron runs.
The absolute value of A

or the total cross section ·-·
ο

(4πΑ ο ) was found by normalizing the differential cross section obtained from a DSI.SM measurement to its absolute value
obtained at this particular angle at 90°. Finally the γ-ray yield
measurements were normalized to give the same total cross
section at the selected energy.
Absolute cross sections of the higher proton groups
were difficult to evaluate directly from the particle spectrum due to strong background of carbon peaks and scattered
deuterons.

However, the γ-detector efficiency values given in

table 3.1 were used to estimate the absolute cross sections
for the p 9 and p l f i groups as well as for the neutron group,
n^.

Table 3.3 shows the values used for normalizing the

results of each of the levels.

1

1
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Table 3.3.

Levels and values used for normalization
of A W coefficients..

Level
a4

Ref .level

P

5
-

P

5

p

7

p

9

P

7

p

16

P

7

-

Norma.'-'
liised
value

Ref .energy

total σ
do
dÏÏ
da

2.50

do
total σ
total σ

".

9(CM)

eV) ~\''.;{
-

-

•

""-•' ^':' "'"":'

' .'

, d a ·-'-·:'•-.{:

dO s

-

•

..._.Q-

iö.i7±;8

2.00

88.9

9. 72*.5

13v3'*:v7-

2.80

88.9

6. 8 ±.4

8i4*;6

1

Peak to peak ratio for each
spectrum was

used -vlO% error limit.

il
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C H A P T E R

RESULTS

4.1

4

AHD DISCUSSION

Exgerimental_Results
•ΐ ••ι

The results obtained in this work consists formally of
two parts.

1

The first is a study of the energy dependence of

the total cross section obtained by measuring γ-ray yield
for the decay of the 7.30, 8.31, 9.05 and 10.07 MeV levels
in

Ν as well as the 6.79 MeV level in

0.

The second

part is a study of the energy dependence of the angular distribution of the same levels by the use

of the DSLSM.

A comprehensive way of presenting the energy dependence of the differential cross section is in terms of

'

coefficients of the corresponding Legendre polynomials.
Figs. 4.1 - 4.5 show

the results for each of the coefficients

up to the 4th order.

Although DSLSM

analysis

required

Legendre coefficients of up to the 6th order, as discussed
in section 3.2.1, higher order coefficients are generally
associated with so large uncertainties that they are deleted from
further analysis .---Tile angular distribution obtained' seems to be
in agreement with previous measurements.

A comparison between

the obtained angular distribution with other experiments for
tfre 7.3 and 8.3 MeV at several energies is to be found in
_ 36)
ref.
The A^ coefficients are given in absolute units.
are directly proportional to the total cross section.
but the 10.07 MeV level are populated through an 1
η

They
All

or ί =0
ρ

ϊ

L
28.

capture 2 ' .

The 10.07 MeV level has been reported to be popu-

lated through a mixture of £ "0 and i^-2;captures

. .Measure-

ments of the γ-rays yield have proved thatithe f-rays" angular
distribution is nearly isotropic.

On the other hand DSLSM

analysis of this level has shown a marked deviation from I p » 0
behaviour in the particle distribution.

The 7.3 and 8.3 MeV

levels show a resonance structure around 2.0 MeV while the
6.79 MeV shows a marked resonance

neax 2.5 MeV.

Higher order coefficients shown in figs. 4.2 - 4.5 are
expressed relatively to A .

The results displayed in these

figures are hence obtained directly from DSLSM analysis.
Iα previous investigations of the same reactions, angular distribution of the outgoing particles have been compared
wick theoretical predictions from DWBA theory for selected
energies or as average behaviour over a wide range of energy 22)
The use of DSLSM however provides a mean to study in details
the variation of the differential cross section over a wide
range of energy.

It is hence concievable to investigate to

what extent the obtained results are related to DWBA description and to estimate the effect of compound nucleus formation.
Due to the high level density and large level width in the
compound nucleus of « 0

i n

t h e

e a e r g y

r a n g f i

o f

i n V e s t i g a t i o n

47)

one must assume strong interference between reactions leading to
Afferent resonances as well as between the resonance and direct
reactions.

Therefore a detailed study of the resonance behavior

seems to be «fficnlt.

However, a general discussion of the re-

sonance contribution will be given.

ii

tor (made by Princeton; was used,

it was a coaxial detector open

29.

4.2.

DWBA Analysis

A detailed analysis using the distorted Wave Sorn Approximation theory (DWBA) has been carried iout.Although,.the
DWBA is mainly developed for the study of reactions: induced
with partisles at higher bombarding energies, DWBA calculations
have also been carried out in the range telow and.around 3MeV
for the reactions under investigation

* -»•--»

·

.

However, no comprehensive analysis at low energies is known
to be performed for a wide range of Q-values and beam energies.
The program code DWUCK
calculations.

has been used for the DWBA

In order to express the output results in a

form compatible with the DSLSM results,

the differential cross

section obtained was fitted to a Legendre polynomial expansion·
Legendre coefficients up to the 8th order were included in
the fitting as a general rule.

However, coefficients higher

than the limits specified in table 3.2 were found to. be

1

negligibly small.

4.3.

Gptical potential parameters
Three optical potentials are involved in DWBA-calcu-

lations.

They are needed to evaluate the wave functions

that describe the interaction between
neutron (proton) and the core nucleus;
deuteron and the target, and

a) the captured
b) the incoming

c) the outgoing proton (neutron)

and the e xc ited residual nucleus.

The general form of the

optical potential is given by 4 1 *

4
5

30.

- Vf (x 0 )

U(r)

4ï;l

where
ZZ'e'
4.2

R c - rrAA 1 / 3 ,

fix,) - (1 + e V

1

4.3
- (r -

£

and the operator σ ie defined in terms of the spia angular
momentum s
" y-σ for proton and neutron

4.4
~

ti σ for deuteron

Here A is the nass number of the target nucleus. V
• .

ia the

, c

coulomb potential of a spherical, uniform charge dxetribution
of radius R c ·

For mass 14 and 15 nuclei involved in the reac-

tion the radius parameter R c was fixed at a value of 1.4 fm
(ref.

4

2

) .

The functions f(xj) are Wood-aaxon form factors with appropriate radius (r t ) and diffusenese

( a ^ parameters.

The imaginary absorptive potential can in general be of
the volume (W + o, » D - o ) , the surface (W - o , «„ - o) or the
volume plus surface (W + o, * D * o) type.

31.

She main problem involved in performing a DWBA analysis
is to find the best set of potential parameters to describe
the interaction.
problem.

The first of them represent a bound state

Only the real part of the potential is used.

The .

magnitude of the depth should be chosen so that the potential
reproduces a bound state wave function of binding energy equal to
that of the captured particle.
The other two interactions are not quite so simple·
represent a scattering problem.

They

The optical parameters are

taken to be those which best reproduce the elastic scattering
in the entrance and exit channels*

Although this is not ri-

gourously true, it seems to give a reasonable approximation
for both channels.

It is known that the optical parameters

that are able to fit elastic scattering offer many

ambiguities.

However, simultaneous fitting of a large number of scattering
as well as of polarization data may limit these ambiguities.
41)
There are now several sets of optical parameters available .
They are in general given as a function of the energy of the
projectile and the mass number of the target.

However, in

aost cases it is doubtful to extrapolate the parameters beyond
the region in which they are obtained.
For the reactions under investigation, the choice of optical parameters is not quite clear, since no systematic search
is known to be performed in this range of low mass number and
ecargy.

in the course of previous investigations of deuteron

induced reactions on

1A

N several efforts have elaborated a

number of optical parameter sets.

Although most of them fit

to a good extent one or more groups of particles over a limited
range of energy, no set is known to be tested over a wide range
of both Q-values and energies.

32,

Since the levels studied in this work are extended over
a relatively wide

range of energies and Q-values, lt.ii of

interest to examine the ability of the proposed sets to fit
the experimental results.

In the following section the opti-

cal parametezs for each of the interactions involved are discussed.

XJLPJJÏiiUL -ΡΑΓ-ίJJÜJl*

4.3.1.

The bound state wave function of the captured neutron
(or proton) was calculated from a real volume potential of
radius parameter 1.25

and diffuseness of 0.65

ilO)

Table 4.2 shows for each of the levels studied the depth of

!i

the potential that reproduce the binding energy of the captured particle.

Table 4.2:

Well depth of the captured particle potential

·»

1

n

4

P

7

p

9

Ρ16

Ex

6 .788

7.301

8.3126

9 .051

10 .07

Q

-1 .720

1.309

0 .2974

- .443

-1 .460

ff

47 .89

48. 84

46 .07

43 .81

39 .99

ί

4.3.2.

Incident deuteron.

Table 4.3 shows 6 deuteron potential parameters proposed
in the literature for low energy deuterons in interaction with
U

N

(t

. f ..16.-17.10.21.44.46) ) >

Pote

n t i a i parameters Dl and 93

were obtained by Beumevieille et a l . 2 0 ' by fitting the elastic

tI

33.
scattering cross section of deuterons by

Ν.in the energy

range 1.3 - 3.2 MeV.
Potential parameters D2 was used by Philips and Jacobs
to fit the differential cross section of

21)
'

14
N(d*p.) reactions

with 1-8 MeV deuterons and leading to levels up to 10.8 MéV excitation energies. An automatic search procedure was applied to
some of the levels and the resulting fitted potential was used
the rest of the levels adequately.
Potential set B4 was obtained by Gallman et al.
fit the

to

N(d,P ) angular distribution at selected energies

in the range 1.3 - 5.5 MeV deuterons.
Potential set D5 was obtained by Robson
distribution of

N(d,P,

obtained by Rout et al

?

44)
' to fit angular

) reactions at 2 MeV which had been
,

Potential sets D6-D8 Here obtained by Porto et' a.l.
to fit an average behaviour of elastic scattering and reaction
cross section over the energy range 1-3 MeV deuterons.

Poten-

45)
'i.al D7 is very similar to that reported by Mier et al
to
14
fit angular distribution of

N(d,n ) reaction as well as elas-

tic scattering data at 3.5 MeV deuteron
4.3.3

enersv.

The proton optical parameters PI' and Ρ2 were used by
20,21}
Beumevieille, Amorkane et al·
in combination with deuteron
potential sets Dl and D3 to fit1 4 N ( d , p ) l 5 N data.
Set PI was also used by Gallman et a l . l 7 ) t o fit 1 6 0 ( d , p 0 _ 5 )
data ct 1.3 and 4 MeV deuteron energies.
applied by Philips and Jacobs 2

l )
f

Set P2 was also

to fit1 4 N ( d , p ) 1 5 N data,

in combination with dtuteror, set 0 2 .
Parameter s e t P3 and P4 were

used by Gallman et. al»

in combination with deuteron parameters D6-D8 to

14

IS

H(d,p) l:> H data.

fit

17)

L
4.3.4
The only known systematic analysis of elastic scattering data of neutrons at low energy (1-15 MeV) is due to
•

·

4

6

}

'

Wilmore and ttodgeeon '.

''

"

, - . • - - • " ' .

~'',_~-

------

The energy and mass number depen-

dent parameters obtained by t h e , has been used by several
authors

*

. The average potential parameters to cover the

energy range under investigation are displayed in table 4.3
as potential set Nl.
TABLE 6.3.

Optical potential paranets

for

K+d entrance and exit channel· for

the low energy range.

Particle

deuteron

Potential

a
XD
fr

fa

Type of
Reaction

H

Energy
(H«V)

Ref.

10

S

1.4

0. 7

1.4 .

0.7

(d.d,.(d,B)

1.3-3.2

20)

D2

91 .2

20

s

1.4

0.7

1.4

0.7

(d.p)

7-9

21)

D3

123 .0

IS. 23

1.762

0. 7

1.763

0.57

(d.d).(d.p)

1.3-3.2

20)

DA

104 .3

13. 95

1.95

0.728

1.95

0.728

(d.P o .P 3 )

1.3,4.5

17)

1.59

0.7

1.59

0.7

(d.p)

2

44)

SO

o.5

s
s
s

74

7

D

1.4

0.7

1.4

0.7

(d,d),(d,p)

1-3.1

, 22)

37

120

3

s

0.9

0.9

2.5

0.6

(d,d),(d,p)

1-3, 3.5

'V 22)

D8

109 .4

s

1.5

0. 7

1. 5

0.7

(d.d).(d.p)

1-11

22)
20)

at,

Keutyoo

fa

(HeV)

76

Dl

D5

Proton

V
(Beï)

11. 83

64

5

s

1.25

0.5

1. 25

0.5

(d.p)

1.3-3.2

P2

Aβ .3

7

D

1.25

0.65

1. 25

0.47

(d.p)

7-9

21)

P3

SO

7

s

1.25

0.65

1. 25

0.65

(d.p)

1-3, *.5

17)

P4

54

7

D

1.25

0.65

I. 25

0.65

(d.p)

1.3, 4.5

hi

47

9.,52

D

1.25

0.66

1.,27

0.48

syaceaatic analyais

PI

S Voods-saxon form factor, D-Woods «axon d e r i v a t i v e form £accor.

17)
46)

ιI

••NIM
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4.3

Com2arison_with_exj>eriment:
DWBA calculations have been carried out for all entrance

and exit channel optical potential parameters in an effort to
find a reasonable rombination

to describe the direct inter-

actions via the studied levels.

Since elastic scattering

data relevant for this investigation are scarce, attempts to
search for optimum parameters would unlikely produce conceivable results.

In order to limit the mass of computations, the

optical potentials were tested against known spectroscopie factors at points where direct interactions were expected to dominate.

Only those potential combinations which gave reasonable

spectroscopie factors were used in a detailed study of the
energy dependence of the differential cross section in terms
of Legendre coefficients.

4.3.1 Spectroscopic factors and γ-rays yield meaau'rements.
For deuteron stripping reaction, the DVBA cross section
is related to the experimental one through the expression

i£\

= ι 53

2 J

f +

s

I d n DWBA

where J. and J^ are the i n i t i a l and final
the

factor 1.53 is f i n i t e

troscopic factor.

40)
:

4.5
angular momenta,

range correction and S is the spec-

The experimental cross section is expected

to be the direct interaction contribution after subtraction
of

compound nucleus par-t.
As i t appears in eq. 4.5, S may in practice be treated as

a normalization factor for the cross sections.

Conventionally

S i s determined by comparing the maximum value of the theoret i c a l and experimental differential

cross sections.

Alterna-

L·

k
36.

tively, the total cross section can be used as a base for
calculating S,

Since the theoretical cross section and, hence

the value obtained for S, depends strongly on the optical
parameters used in the calculation, the latter can be safely
accepted or rejected according to the value of S i t produces
provided that the correct value of S is known.
The

spectroscopie factors

levels of

7.30 and 8,31 MeV in

ments performed at higher
0.98 respectively.

within 10%

for the strongly populated

21)

energies

Ν nucleus are, from experi11)

known to be 0.6S and

These values are believed to be correct

The experimental cross sections obtained in

this investigation is expected to be accurate within 20%. Hence,
potentials leading to a spectroscopic factor deviating more
than 50% (two standard deviations) from the above values were
regarded inconceivable.

For the 8.31 MeV level however, the

upper limit was set at 30% onlytsince the correct spectroscopic factor, by definition, does not exceed unity.
The spectroscopic factors corresponding to optical parameter combinations for the entrance and exit channels were
computed at deuteron incident energies of 1.5 and 3 MeV-Poten- •
tial sets which satisfied the above conditions were found to be
(Dl PI), (D2 PI), (D2 P2), (D5 P4) , (D6 PI), (D7 PI) and (D7 P2)
Fig. 4.1 shews the energy dependence of the DWBA predictions
of the total cross section as compared to the experimental
ones for the three sets of parameters which give reasonable
overall fit with the spectroscopie factor given in the figure,
For the other optical potential combinations thesets (D5 P4)
and (D6 PI) lead to higher cross sections than (DI rl);'
potential set (D7 PI) is nearly equivalent to (Dl PI) for the
8.3 MeV level, but gives a higher cross section for the 7.3
MeV level, and potential set (D2 P2) leads to lower values
than (D7 P2).

L
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For the 9·05 MeV level the seta (D7 P2) , (D2 PI) and
(Dl PI) seem to give reasonable fit with a spectroscopie factor of 0.1510).

For the 10.07 MeV level, where;the spectro-

scopic factor also is estimated to be of the order of 0.15

,

only the optical potentials (D7 PI) and (Dl PI) yields a
spectroscopie factor of the same order.
For the 6.79 MeV level in

0 observed values of the

spectroscopic factor as well as theoretical predictions are
within the range 0.2 - 0.7.

DWBA calculations for this level

have been performed with several sets of optical potential
parameters. As optical potential for the neutron channel the
Nl set as well as the PI and P2 sets with coulomb potential
suppressed, were tested.

Optical potentials shown in fig.4.1

display typical results for

the cross section obtained in

such a search.

4.4.2 §elative_Legendre_Coefficients_and_DSLSM_measurements_
Gptical potentials which gave reasonable spectroscopie
factors as mentioned in the last section were tried for a detailed analysis for the. energy dependence of the relative Legendre coefficients predicted by DWBA theory.
show the results of such analysis.

Figs. 4.2 - 4.5

In order to keep the

figures clear,only typical potential fits are displayed.

Of

the remaining sets(D5 P4)gave about the same angular distribution as the(Dl PI) potential for the 8.3 MeV level.

It

failed, however, for the description of the 7.3 MeV level.
(D6 PI) and (D 7 PI) gave about

the same coefficients as (Dl PI)

but for A^, which is considerably overestimated.

38.
(D2 F2) yields systematic discrepancy for the A_ and A.
coefficients·
The DWBA curves show that a consistent fitting for the
angular distribution of the three

Μ levels is possible with

optical potential set (D2 P I ) .
For the 6.79 HeV level DWBA predictions based on different optical potentials lead to noticeably different angular
distributions.

Typical results obtained with 6 sets of op-

tical potentials are shown in figs. 4.2-4.5.

It is noted '

that the sets (D1P1) and (D7P1), which are nearly equivalent,
lead to nearly isotropic distribution (A x -0 for L^l) near
threshold energy.

Other sets lead to a forward peaking

(Α χ >0) all the way down to threshold.

Ii

In contrast to the cases of the 7.3 and 8.3 HeV levels
where the angular distribution could be described by DWBA
predictions by the same set of optical potential parameters
over the entire energy range, no single set was found that
described the observed energy dependence of the angular distribution of the 6.79 MeV level.
With the relatively high limit for the mean life
2)
(<28 fs) ,itlas been considered that the γ-ray line shape
also may be

affected by the velocity loss of the recoil nu-

cleus before it decays.

A DSLSM analysis has been performed

for this level taking into consideration, the effect of the
slowing down process on the line shape 3 2 ^.

It has been found ,

however, that the best fit to the line shape was obtained with
mean life approaching zero or, in other words., the slowing down
process had no measurable effect on the line shape.
It is hence concievable to assume that the discrepancy in the
fit is due to appreciable contribution to the differential cross
section from compound nucleus formation.

L·
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i i

'*Ν(<1.η}150
E x = 6.79 MeV
S =0.44

2.5
3.0
Ed(MëV)
Fig. 4.1

Energy dependence o*

h^

coefficient

for the levels indicated. Solid curves- .
represent DHBA predictions corresponding
to the given spectroscopic factors.
Op.tical potential parameters used ace
shown in table 4.3.
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4.5.
Although it is possible with DWBA predictions to fit
the angular distribution of the
14

14

N(d,p) and to a less extent

N(d,n) reactions leading to the levels studied, it is clear

that a competition between direct and compound nucleus interactions do exist.

In the following the d,p and d,n reactions

are discussed separately.

4.5.1 Xhe_7_. 3_and_8 i 3_MeV - l eve ls_in_];f Ν:
Angular distribution of the outgoing particles leading
to these levels seem to fit well with DWBA predictions.

This

is in support with previous analysis which showed that HauserFeshbach interaction contribution to these levels is rather
I=w22\
The total cross sections of these levels show a pronounced resonance structure at 2 MeV deuteron energy which may be
attributed to the population of the 22.52 MeV excited state in
1
fi
47
0 (ref.

)·

The resonance strength seems however to be

too low to produce any noticeable change in the angular distribution.

This implies that the experimental differential

cross section is proportional to the DWBA predictions.

The

assumed resonance contribution appears thus with the same strength in
all of the Legendre coefficients, when they are expressed in
absolute units.
It is worthwhile to note that in the course of γ-yield
measurements, the yield of γ-rays from the decay of the 5.2 7
MeV level in

15

N as well as its mirror state of 5.24 MeV in

0 have been measured.
this case.

No resonance structure did show up in

From the spin assignment of these levele as 4

L
43
versus -|* and -j

for the 7.3 and 8.3 MeV level» respectively,

it is reasonable to assume low values (θ",1 ) for the spin of
the compound state.
4.5.2

^ _

Λ

_ _

si

_

The structure of the energy dependence of the total
cross section displayed in fig. 4.1 shows a pronounced peak
at 2.5 MeV deuteron energy.

Since the cross section, as cal-

culated from DWBA, increases smoothly with energy, the decrease
in cross section between 2.5 and 2.8 MeV fiust be regarded as a
resonance effect.

Although it is obvious that interference

term may be of importance, the present information are insufficient to estimate its magnitude. Incoherent addition of direct and resonance contribution·has therefore been assumed,
and it is also assumed that the cross section near 3 MeV is
due to she direct contribution only.

DWBA curves, on fig. 4.1,

correspond to a spectroscopie factor of 0.44.

Due to the large

ambiguity in this factor, it appears possible to obtain reasonable fit at 3 MeV with any potential displayed on the figure.
The resonance transition which leads to this level appears to
be more pronounced than that which is leading to its mirror
state of 7.3 MeV.

Also the resonance energy seems

to a different excited state'in

to be due

0.

It appears that no set of optical parameters give satisfactory fit for all of the higher Legendre coefficients.

One

must however take into account that the theoretically calculated
coefficients are relative to the A value of the direct reaction,
whereas the experimentally determined coefficients are relative
to the experimental value of A

which includes the direct as well

as the resonance contribution.

Hence no optical parameter set

could be rejected.

I'k
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To study the resonance in mote detail, resonance contribution to the total cross section has been estimated by subtracting the direct contribution predicted by
tical potential D7 Nl in fig. 4.1.

DWBA using op-

The skewness of the resul-

ting net resonance peak implies that the?resonance extends to
approach the reaction threshold at 2 MeV.

The peak has been
"
L·SK\
..."

fitted to the Briet-Wigner one level formula

.

The resonance

seems to fit with variable degree of goodness with any value of
2. - 2.

Best fit is obtained with a resonance energy of

η

2.S5 * 0.05 MeV together with a total half width of 350 * 50 keV.
This implies the formation of a compound state in
tation energy of 22.97 MeV.

0 with exci-

The resonance position is noted to

be shifted by +50 keV for *ft - 0 and 2 respectively.
In order to estiaate the resonance strength, estimates
for the partial half widths of the entrance and exit channels
have been calculated for different values of * d and * n assuming
a single particle model49)
The results are shown in table 4.4.
Table 4.4:

Estimates for partial half widths and
total cross section, (maximum values).
E

r

" 2.55 MeV

Γ - Ö 3 5~ tie V

"d
(KeV)

(MeV)

max
T2J+Ï)
(mb)

0

3.9

2.0

30

1

2.2

0.29

30

2

0.8

0.04

8

I

.

Γ

η

Applying the Breit-Wigner single level formula it is possible
to get an estimate for the maximum cross section.

In case when

the maximum width for entrance and exit channels both exceeds
half of the observed width, one obtains the maximum estimate

L
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by setting
Γ. - Γ - Γ
d
η
Ί

and

1

τ

In cases where one of the widths (Γ ) is lower than •=· the maxn
ζ
imum estimate is obtained by ascribing the remaining part of
the observed width to the other channel (Γ,).
d
- Γ

and

The experimental resonance cross section at peak, maximum
is estimated to be 30 mb, which is below the theoretical limit
for 1-0 as well as l«l transitions.

For an 1*2 transition, the

limit is only satisfied for J-2, 3 or 4 compound state.

It

requires however, a neutron width that approaches the single
particle limit, a value which may be considered unlikely at
this energy.
The energy dependence of the A 2 coefficient (fig. 4.3)
shows & marked resonance structure which becomes more pronounced
when expressed in absolute units.

The relative value of A

seems εο be constant over the resonance energy.

It can hence

be assumed that the resonance scructure is due to A-l transition.

Possible values for J* for the resonance level are
}

then limited to (1,2,3)*~ .

. C H A P T E R

SUMMARY AND
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5

CONCLUSION

In this investigation the total as well as the differential absolute cross sections of the

N(d,p)

Ν reactions lea-

ding to excited states at 7.3, 8,3 and 9.05 MeV levels in
15

N and the

in

1 5

14

15

N ( d , n ) 0 reaction leading to the 6.79. MeV level

0 , have been studied over the energy range from 0.5 MeV

to 3 MeV. Doppler shift line shape method as veil as γ-rays
yield measurements have been used. The absolute cross sections
are determined relative to the known
differential cross sections

391

N(p,p) elastic

. A comparison with previously

determined values for the same reactions at selected energies
1 22)
shows a general good agreement in angular distribution '
as well as in absolute values. It may be noticed that the
values obtained for the absolute total cross sections for the
7.3 and 8.3 MeV levels with the method applied here are
obtained directly from the relative γ-rays intensities. Detector efficiency was not needed. For the other levels however
the relative efficiency for the detector was required. Also
the values obtained do not include uncertainties due to a
finite number of observation points in the angular distribution. It presumes, however, isotropy in the γ^ray angular
distribution.
The total cross section for the d,p reaction

shows a

general energy dependence which is typical for direct reactions,
but with minor

contribution from compound nucleus formation

at certain energy ranges.

Especially, a resonance of about

500 keV halfwidth appears at an energy range of 2.0 MeV in
the yield curve of the 7.30 MeV and S.31 MeV states.

L
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1

ι

'1
ft

The contribution to the total cross section from the compound
nucleus reaction is at maximum estimated to be of thé order of
20% of the direct interaction contribution" for both.levels.
The differential cross section shows also a general behaviour
in good agreement with DWBA theory.

It is noticed that in spite

of the resonances, which indicate compound nucleus formation,

a

the angular distribution varies smoothly with energy in the way
predicted by DWBA theory.
It has been found possible to select combinations of optical potential parameter» which lead

to a good description of the

assumed contribution from direct interaction
cross section.

to the reaction

The optical potential parameters that have been

tested are selected from previous investigation of elastic scattering and d,p reactions.
table 4.3.

Potentials tested are displayed in

It was found that the parameter set (D2 Pl)was the

one that lead

to the best description of the total as well as

the differential cross section for the three proton groups studied,
14
15
For the
N(d,n) Ν reaction, the method applied is unique, since
it allows the differential cross section to be studied all the
way down to the threshold energy of deuterons at 2 MeV, with a
ϊ

detector system efficiency which is constant over the entire
range of neutrons energies.

Such a condition can not be easily

satisfied with conventional methods of neutron spectrometry.
The method has, however, the disadvantage that the angular dispersion is very low when the

deuteron energy approaches thres-

hold.
The la.-ger part of the energy range that haè been investigated
is dominated by a resonance at 2.55 ± 0.05 MeV deuteron energy and
a halfwidth

- . depending on the amount of contribution from the

direct reaction

of the order of 200 - 400 keV.

L
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Due to the large uncertainty associated with the spectroscopic factor of this level as. well as the relatively large
contribution of compound nucleus mechanism, it was not possible to arrive at a concrete description of the direct
interaction contribution in terms of DWBA optical parameters,
An extension of the energy range of the deuteron beam may
give valuable information about the direct reaction mechanism as well as about the structure of the resonance level.

tical and experimental ditterenciai cross sections,

Aicerna-

'i
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APPENDIX
D.SPECT
"An interactive spectrum analysis program"

1.

IHTHODUCTIOH
This manual describes an interactive spectrum analysis program.

The program has teen mainly developed to facilitate the routine analysis
of γ-yield measurement and life time calculations by the centroid shift
method.

However, the program is of general nature and may be applied in

other fields.
By the use of the program spectrum tape containing a large number of
similar spectra with as many as 15 peaks in each spectrum» can be analysed
ïinder the user's control. A set of simple commands is available to make
such ontrol as easy as possible.

The user can allocate a set of markers

for each peak together with a chosen order of a polynomial to be fitted with
the background. T h e program m a y b e run in an interactive m o d e , i n
which each step of the analysis is m o n i t o r e d b y the u s e r .

The

user can at any time m o d i f y a n y of the fitting parameters*.
On the other hand, when the peaks are well defined and no need
for close monitoring of the analysis is necessary, the program can run on its
own.

Still, the user can resume control over the analysis when necessary.
In the last version of the program disc storage has been implemented to

enhance the program efficiency.

Spectra can now be saved on disc as they are

read from the magnetic tape. Hence, whenever comparison between spectra is
required, the user can go back and forth between spectra in no time. To
implement the disc storage, KOKD1-DISC FILE SYSTEM has been developed and it
is documented separately. Also, text and results are displayed together with the data.
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2.

PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS
The program has heen developed on. the HOHD1-computer vhich comprises

of
a) 20 Κ words central memory of 16 bit/word;
b)

standard input/output devices (2 teletypes + paper tape reader
and puncher units) ;

c ) IBM compatible 7 track magnetic tape >
d) CDC disc storage»
e) fast display •
The program is designed to he compatible with other related programs that
use the same devices. In this respect the program reflect the local environment.

2.1

Storage
a.

The program can store in memory up to 2560 channels of

data (16 bits each).

The storage area is subdivided into 5

blocks, so that N up to 5 blocks
side in memory simultaneously.

of 512 channels each can reSmaller number of blocks

larger length can still be stored.
is user defined.
b.

with

The origin of each block'

The program can handle spectra with any length.

Up to 15 set of markers can be stored.

Each set con-

sists of 6 marker positions to define background and peak areas,
an order of the polynomial used for the background fitting, and
an identification or label to be printed together with th'e results .
Fig. 1 shows a typical display of data together with markers .

L
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Fig. 1.
2.2

Disc Storage
The program stores

spectra read from magnetic tap» directly on

disc. The number of spectra that can be stored at a time depends on the
spectrum length aad the number of core loads reserved by the user. The
spectrum length is defined as the part of the spectrum to be analysed. It
has to be long enough to allow processing of all spectra. The number Ν
of spectra is given by. the following conditions:
Η < 1»8 χ η

-2

s =1

£ kd χ n/s - 1

s >1

£•107
where

η

i s the number of core loads and

s

i s the stored spectrum length

in multiple of 512. The disc storage i s designed to act as a buffer, so that
when i t becomes full, new spectra replace
basis.

old ones, on first in first out

However, the user can override this, either by allocating sufficient

number of core loads, or by deleting stored spectra whenever they, are not needed
anymore.

"

· - -- -

-=—1-_^-.-__-^_.-..^

^--_^η..^

The removable disc i s divided into a number of
c a p a c l t y

o f 2 4 5 7 6

w o r d s

z

i.^-.— -_-_-:_;_-_.

core loads of a

ι I
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2.3

Functions performed by the program

2.3.1

Background fitting

Ι

Fitting background area at both sides of the peak By a polynomial
curve of up to the Uth order, can Be performed. The background limits and
the order of fitting are defined By the user. The "background limits are shown
in Fig. 1, -y markers 1-2 and 5-6.
The data points are statistically veighted in the fit. However, when
number of counts Becomes too few (< 20 for the least count) equal weight is
considered.

2.3.2
The program computes the centroid of the peak and the area under the
peak after Background subtraction, together with the statistical errors associated
with them. The limits of the peak is shown in Fig. 1 betwe*» markers 3-4.
The statistical errors are derived from the original spectrum. However, it is
to Be noted that statistical errors for coincidence spectra are overestimated.
Actual errors in this case can only Be derived from the original counting rate.
The program can handle channels with negative counts after background
subtraction.

2.3.3

Area
.An iteration on the peak markers to

compute the average

centroid and area together with the associated errors can also Be applied.
This procedure i s needed when the peak l i m i t s are not visually well
defined.
and

In this case the limits are

4 - 5

in Fig. 1.

taken t o be w i t h i n Xhemarkers 2-3-

The program calculates the average cnetroid and

area due to a l l possible combinations.

The t o t a l

error

together with the partial errors due to the variation in markers and s t a t i s t i c a l

L
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ones are given as output.

2.3.4
Up to 5 display buffers can be displayed

simultaneously

with the base line of each of them optionally displaced.

A

special command is implemented to make it possible to review
the whole spectrum by moving the display boundaries in either
directions.

Since the allocated memory can hold only part of

the spectrum, it is continously updated

to provide the dis-

play of higher or lower parts of the spectrum, until the extreme
boundary of the spectrum

is reached.

The display contains also a text' information.
two types of text.

There are

The first is to display the spectrum num-

ber, the display buffer, the low and high boundaries of display in channels, and the current marker set together with the
peak label associated with if any.

The second display text is

only operative when the background fitting or the net peak is
o

displayed.

It displays the χ -test associated with the back-

ground fitting and/or the centroid of and the area under the
peak.
2.3.5

Arithmetic

Arithmetic operations can be applied on spectra.
multiplied by a constant and added together.

They can be

The result can

either replace one of them or be stored on a separate file on
disc.
Shifting of spectrum in either directions is also implemented.
The number of channels shifted are truncated from one end of the
spectrum and zero filled at the other end.
replaces the old one.

The shifted spectrum

-™
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control

2.3.6

When a large number of similar spectra are to be analyzed,
the problem of bias and gain drift of the accumulation system
can optionally be controlled by the program.
One or two peaks are monitored by:the program.
either of the bias or gain drift

Whenever

exceeds a user defined li-

mits, all markers are modified accordingly.

2.3.7
Calibration f a c i l i t i e s
gram.

are also incorporated into the p r o -

Standard c a l i b r a t i o n functions

are

implemented.

These a r e :
1.

The i n s e r t i o n and deletion of c a l i b r a t i o as well as the order of c a l i b r a t i o n

2.

i i

points

equation.

Determination of the energy corresponding to a p a r t i c u l a r channel - and vice v e r s a .

In a d d i t i o n a f e a t u r e for self

c a l i b r a t i o n i s also

A s p e c i f i e d number of peaks are ased to s e l f
spectrum.

available.

calibrate

In t h i s case c a l i b r a t i o n equation i s

the

generated

automatically for each spectrum processed.
2.3-8

Input - output
User interaction i s carried out by the use of the main TTY. A tabu-

lated copy of the resuls can be reproduced either on the auxilary one or the
paper tape punch for off line listing.
can be reproduced on either of them.
each peak.

In addition, a summary of the results
The summary consists of one record for

The record contains the spectrum number, the peak number together

vith the ceatroid and area and their corresponding erros as folAovs.
HSPK, HP, C,

SC, A, SA

(ifc, 13, lffli a . 5 ).

The output tape produced can easily be used for subsequent processing.
this connection a subroutine[
read by programs running a t CDC 6600 computer system.

In

• -• l — •

ΙΗΜΜΙΜΙ

L
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2.3.9
As a by- product, the program can be used to copy spectra from magnetic tape to
aise for subsequent processing by other programs.
formed in t h i s case.

Ho actual.analysis i s per-

See the D command in eeetion 3.2.2.

2.3.10 Program_Structure
The program i s written in a modular form.

The subroutine linkage, how-

ever, i s mainly through common clocks. In addition to make full use of the
central memory, the spectrum area i s stored i n the loader area.
This XB done by the use of a programming trick.

More than 2500 vords of addi-

tional storage have been gained. A l s o , marker p o s i t i o n s are saved on
d i s c so t h a t the program can be reentered w i t h o u t the need t o
key in the marker p o s i t i o n s once more.

II
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3.

PHOGRAM EXECUTION
The program is stored on disc core load labeled (DSPEOT Disc Version).

After loading the program, the user should if necessary; mount the disc to
he used in storing

spectra. The same

disc can he used if suffi-

cient space is available. The core load next to the program has heen reserved
for a limited use of disc.
The program starts hy asking for several input data. Program options
are implicitly defined by some of these input data. In order to keep the
description as clear as possible, a normal mode of operation will he described.
Possible deviation from this mode vill be given separately.

3.1

Initial Input Data
The program has heen stored on disc vith initial values already generated.

If these values do not conflict with the user's, the following dialogue may be
sltipped completely for quick use of the program. The user however, has to
delete files used in the last run if necessary. Hew initial values are generated by the following dialogue between the user and the program. The user's
answers are underlined.
GO TO POIUT X

x = 0

Fresh start

x = 7

Use default values
and skip the dialogue.

Other values of χ
jump,t o

tlle

lead to a

corresponding enti?

as numbered in the left margin,
(see note 1 for more information) .

1)

NEW DISC AREA

y=0

New disc area to be initialized.
(Jump to l a ) .

y=0

A previously generated; disc'area' is to
be used. (Jump to lb) .

la) FIRST CORE LOAD = L

First core load in the old disc area
to be used. (Jump to l c ) .

lb) SPECTRUM LIMITS

Limits'between which spectra are to be
read and stored on disc.

It is sub-

sequently not permitted to read a spectrum outside these limits, (Default
0,4095). (See note 2 for variation).

DISC CORE LOADS L..L,

First and last core load available to
store spectra.

The program checks the

mounted disc for correct assignment.
(Jump to l c ) .
(Default value: The loaded program has
initiated one core load on the same
disc).

lc)

The magnetic tape station is checked.
If it is not ready, an error message
is issued and the program comes to a
pause.

The program continues when

carraige

return is typed. However,

no further check of the station will
be performed.

In this way it is

not necessary to mount the magnetic
tape if spectra are already stored
on disc.

01.

Current position of the magnetic tape.

MAGNETIC TAPK POS

It is. the last spectrum number read ..
from the magnetic tapetoythe same
. program or a similar one. However,
. for SPECT program the tape is
usually positioned at the next
spectrum.

If S = 0 the tape is

automatically rewinded.' (Default = 0 ) .
FILES

The program lists out the current;

SI S2 S3 ... Sn

FREE SPECTRA

spectra saved on disc if any and/or

η

the number

η of;free spectrum

locations.

2)

First spectrum to be read.

IBITIAL SPECTRUM HO S_

(Default = 1 ) .
f

SPECTRUM SPACIHG AND NO f ,n

is the number of file skip toetween

successive spectra and η

is the

number of spectra totoeprocessed.
If

!
,

f = 0 next spectra are to be de-

fined by the user·one by one.
(Default = 0,9999).
First and last channel to toe initially

DISPLAY LIMITS

displayed.
3)

NUMBER OF PEAKS

(Default =,0,1023).

The number of peaks to he analysed.

η

n>0

Marker positions and order
of toackground for

η peaks will

a l l toe typed in.
n<0

The program will operate on jnj peaks
tout their values- are either presutomitted or will toe given l a t e r .

(See

note 3 for description of input
values required).

1

I

1

1

SPECT i s

a general

purpose spectrum a n a l y s i s prograa for NORD-1,

Ü

7"..,; 1 "
t>2.

No preassumption for the number of peaks
is.assumed. The ueerviil manipulate
the markersets'byu explicit commands.
(Default « 0). (See note 7 for optional drift and calibration routines i n i t i a l inputs).

5)

FUSCS AKD LIST DEVICES

b.

is the device code number for'

punching the summary of -the. results,
as metnioned in 2-3.6. b^ is the device code number totabulate
the final results.
(Default value = 0,1)
(See note k for variation).
6)

From this point on, the program start to act according to the supplied commands.
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3.2

Program Commands
The

idle

state of the program is to display data. At the

end of each display sweep the program checks the main TTY for possible
command. The command syntax is a one character operation code followed
by a number of parameters if any. Parameters are separated by commas (,)
and terminated by carriage return (+).

Display is disappearing while

the program is waiting for the parameters.

For commands that do

not need any parameters, no carriage return is necessary. It is to be noted
that once the command code is inserted, it cannot be deleted. The parameters
however, can be.
The command syntax is kept as compatible as possible with the other
versions of SPEC™ program. However, the use of one character command code
led to scsae discrepancies. Hence compatibility is to be taken with caution.
The user should be warned in particular against "the misuse of the X and Ζ
commands in other versions.

In the following, the commands are fully described. An alphabetic
list of commands is given at the end of this description for easy reference.

3.2.1

Marker commnds
J j +

Current set of marker is j
(Default = 1)

Μ m, c +

Set marker m

(1 i m ί 6) at channel c.

e must bs within the display limits.
L a, f+

Move marker m

I f +

Move all werkers of the current set by

(1 - m ^ 6 ) by f channels.

f channels.
Η ai

Set the order of background fitting
curve to

η

(0 £ η £ U).

η = -1 is

a special feature;it leads to no
ground fitting. (Default = 2).

L
3.2.2 D
Ffi

Set the scale of display to

f

(0 < f < 16). f=0 leads to automatic
scaling.

(Default - 8 ) .

Display data display tuf f er

d.

(1*4*5)'»
Hote that for display limits = Ο.2559
for example. . DÏ dieplays the whole
spectrum, while D2 displays the highest

D-d

a

20U8 channels and so on.
Display buffer

d

in addition to the

currently displayed "buffer.
Stop display.
The program supplies C command con"
tinuously.
diagram

Inspection of the block

of f i g .

3.2 shows how t h i s

option can be used for

noninterac-

t i v e processing as well as spectrum
copying to d i s c .

If no de-

vice code (and peaks) have been defined, no a c t u a l c a l c u l a t i o n
carried out,

is

the program copies

only spectra from magnetic tape

to

disc.
Expand the display between the lowest
and highest markers of the current set,
or reset expanded display.
Display background fitting or the net peak.
I t is effective only under the i/ollowing
conditions.
1.

Background fitting has been performed.

2.

Display is in the expand mode.

3.

The lowest channel displayed i s the
same as the one used in the fitting.

k.

The number of channels displayed
i 768.

The background fitting i s

displayed overlapped on the displayed
spectrum.

L
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Typing Η for the f i r s t time background
f i t t i n g will be displayed.

A second Η

typed leads to a display of the net
peak.

A third one resumes the original

display.

During the fitting or the net
2

--

- '• γ --.----^ώ-.=^' - .i. ι-.-:..-

i s displayed χ- ,. c e n t r o i d and area

.

under the peak "are" displayed".

3.2.3

Υ d,

Set the base l i n e of display of buff er d
at level f. The vertical axis of the
display i s devided into 16 levels.
(Default f « 0 ) . (See n o t e

Ζf

Move the displayed -and expanded buffer
upwards or dovnvards in channel number
according to the sign of f. The value
of f determines the speed. The current
set of markers change at the sane rate.
The command hence, i s helpful in adjusting
the peak relatively t o the positions of
the markers. The display i e freezed when
i t reaches one of the buffer boundaries,
or by typing ZOJ} .

Control and compute commands
Continue. This command i s used t o monitor
the program execution.
By typing C the program 3elect the next
logical step t o perform. The logic used
i s shown in the flov chart of Fig. 3 .
The user can monitor the analysis by
continuously typing C, or he can type
any number of other commands and then
resume typing C.
I f the current marker s e t i s h i g h e r
than the number" of peaks

specified,

the C command does not a f f e c t
of a new spectrum.

reading
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COHFUIE
B.C.

AND/OS
PÜBCHRESULTS

j · 1

B.C.

· Background f i t t i n g

C.A. -

Η

- Barter.

c

J

- ^rk«r s . t uu«b«r

„

Fii.

2

Centroid a i d area
cot.BJ|nd
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Same aa the
C command, however, when used t o
calculate c e n t r i c d

of the peek, t h e

variation in markers as defined in
section 2.3.3 i s taken into account.
Skip the current peak anddisplay the next
one, no output results for the f i r s t peak.
Command i s effective only when the number
of peaks i s specified.
Bead next spectrum..

3.2.U
V

Bead current spectrum in the current

« V C2^

Η S^

display bufferj between channels c^ and c,, .
S>0

Bead spectrum S in the current display
huffer between the last defined display
limits Cj, Cg.

S =0

Beinitiate the disc storage and/or mangetic
tape. A dialogue will he carried out as
in the initial input of section 2.2,
entry point 1.

Ρ S^
X S,

Delete spectrum
Shift spectrum

S from disc.
S by f channels, such

that

where S(i) is the contents of channel i,
The shifted spectrum.replaces the old one,
(f < 128).
Α S.,, S 2 , S 3 > a

Add spectrum
a

S

multiplied by the constant

(decimal) to the contents of spectrum S„

and store the result under the identification S..
S„ and S have to he valid spectrum numbers,
while S. do not need to be so.

L

capacity of 24576 words each. (NORD-1 core load system)

\
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3.2.5

Calibrate_comiaands

These commands have a two character command code structure,
with Ü as the first character.
the

second character is typed.

The display blacks out only when
There are two selectable modes

of operations for the calibration routine.

In the automatic mode

it is assumed that each calibration, point correspond to a peak
in the spectrum.

Each time the peak is processed, the correspon-

ding calibration point is updated with the new position.

When a

spectrum is processed, the corresponding calibration equation is
calculated and listed on the list device.
In the manual mode steps have to be carried, out by the user.
The commands are
Kill all calibration points.
UR

Reset

calibration points, cali-

bration energies are reserved.
UI

Accept calibration points. In reply
the following message is typed.

ENTER CALIBRATION
POINTS

The calibration points are to be
entered in the following form.

where Η is the number of points, n.
is a reference number to identify
the point, c. the channel number and
e^ is the energy.The following conditions apply

^ n . for i*j ; for c = 0
point will remain
the calibration
calibra
inactive until c. is supplied.
The command can be used several times
either to add new calibration points
or to correct · old ones.

L
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US

Save the. position of the/.marker. 7
(centroid marker)
bration 'point

η. ,

as a caliCorresponding

energy should have been defined.
Otherwise the calibration equation
will not 'include this point.
üDn

Delete calibration point n. Both the
energy and channel are deleted.

UOÜ

Define order of calibration equation.

0< nl 4.
UC

Calculate calibration equation. If the
order of the calibration equation n=0
no action is performed.

If the number

of defined calibration points (both
c^,e. = 0) is less than n+1, error
message Is typed.
UA

ON/OFF automatic mode.

UEc

Determine the energy of channel c.
If c=0 marker number 7 (centroid mar
ker is assumed).

UNe

Determine the channel corresponding
to energy e.

UW

Write the calibration equation.

UL

List down the calibration points.
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3.2.6

Miscellaneous commands
Punch out the whole set of Barkers on

0 ν

device

v.

v = 3 paper tape punch
= 1 main TTY
=7

auxilary TTY.

Read in the whole s e t s

Βν

of markers

as

punched by the 0 command.
V=2 paper tape r e a d e r .
Save the current set of markers and
initiate the next set at the same
positions.

/text/

Accept the characters between slahes as
comments.
Stop movement of the magnetic tape.

BELL

The

command is helpful in saving the program
vhen a wrong spectrum number is typed.
Change basic constant η to value c.

n,c

(see note 6 for

a list

of basic con-

stants) .
f =0

list

the number of

spectrum
f =1

list

free

locations·

the number of spectra on

disc (+ f = 0) .
f=2

l i s t spectrum numbers on
disc (+ f = 0) .

Wf

f =1

list

the p o s i t i o n s

set of
f =2

list

of

the current

markers.

out the contents of

displayed channels.
f =3

punch out the contents of
played channels.
tape i s

dis-

The punched

readable by the s t a n -

dard SPECT Program with

the

use of RC command.
(For negative counts see note 5 ) .

Γ
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3.2.GO TO POINT χ

Note 1:

By τΛβ use of t h i s i n p u t , t h e program can be r e s t a r t e d (while i n core)
without t h e need t o go through t h e whole set of input e n t r i e s . Two i n i t i a l
s t a r t s a r e provided:
x

_0

i n i t i a l start with a l l markers destroyed.

x

_ •]

same as X » 0 b u t t h e markere are saved.

To restart

the program, set the accumulator

switches at

the

start adress, press stop, set adress and continue buttons in the
same order.

So not restart

the program while i t

is waiting for

an input entry.
Note 2:
The program can link successive spectra together and
read uhem as one spectrum.

For example if the physical

spectrum size on the magnetic tape Is 1024 channels and the
spectrum limits specified are 512

to

1535, the excess

channels are read from the next spectrum.

Sole 3 : KUMBER OF PEAKS Μ
For M>0 t h e f o l l o w i n g
For M<0
In t h e f i r s t
is typed in.

two l o o p s a r e e x e c u t e d .

t h e second loop i s only

executed.

loop which i s r e p e a t e d Μ t i m e s , marker

information

In the second one labels attached to the peaks are

typed.
LOOP 1
PEAK NUMBER

i

1 to Μ

MARKERS AND ORDER OF BACKGROUND
m

l > I n 2 ' " ** m 6 ' n

L
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Position of marker n.,.u.° • 1, ...6
and the corresponding order of background fitting η.

For convenience

repeated entries need not be typed
explicitly, i.e.
m.

0 is equivalent to ra.

(2i l < 6 ) .
For example to enter the values
1500,1550,1550^1600,1600,1650,2
it is sufficient to type
1500,1550,,1600,,1650,2
Explicit values of m. < m. , are not
accepted.

The program will ask for

a new entry.
LOOP 2
4)

PEAK IDENTIFICATIONS

The program e x p e c t s
labels
by ^r ) .
before

1*:

that

| M | peak

to be typed in ( s e p a r a t e d !
The loop can be t e r m i n a t e d
completion by typing END.

PUNCH AHD TABLE DEVICES
m and

a r e t h e I/O l o g i c a l numbers of paper t a p e punched output

ana t e l e t y p e , r e s p e c t i v e l y .

For t h e NORD1 computer t h e s e a r e 3 f o r punch,

1 for t h e main t e l e t y p e and 7 f o r t h e a u x i l i a r y o n e .
For m = 0 no l i s t e d o u t p u t
be u s e d t o d i s p l a y
interactively.
fied device.
in the

the r e s u l t s .

i s produced.

T h e Η command c a n

For m = 1 , the r e s u l t s

For m„=0=l a tabulated

form i s

For m=0 a punched record i s

given on the

produced for

form.
NSPK, HP, C, SC, A, SA

(IU, 13, 5E12.5)

SSFK = spectrum number
NP

= peak number

C, SC = Centroid of the peak vith error
A, SA = area under the peak, with, error

are l i s t e d
speci-

each peak
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NOTE 5:
Standard SPECT program does not allow for negative channel
contents.

To go around this problem, contents listed by the W

command are biased.

The bias is taken equal to the height o£ the

base line of display.

One should hence adjust the baae line (by

the use of the W command.) The bias added to the contents'"-.will be
typed if it is greater than 0.
NOTE 6:
Some constants used in the program are standard while others
are defined only during the initial input phase.

In order to

cake possible to change, these constants without the need to
recompile the program or to restart it, the
implemented.

Φ

command is

In the following a list of basic constants is

given together with default value*.
Constant

(n)

ίττη

1

list device C o d e

2-15
16

Default valuta

Description

Internal u s e
EPEAK

17-20

Huinber of peaks
Internal u s e
0

21

Ï5FUNC

P u n c h device C o d e

22

NS 7.1

Size of displayed

text

9

23

S3Z2

Size cf d i s p l a y e d

results

9

24

SSZ3

Size of m a r k e r

25

SEY1

Ύ - position of text

26

NXS1

Repetition rate of d i s played

6
1023

text

Repetition rate of d i s -

NXR2

played

results

Repetition rate of m a r k e r

x?:p.3
29

CPU

30

DSIZE

31

3N0

* This valua

numerals

nameial s

1

Memory s i z e

47777B*

Size of d i s p l a y
Number of

r e p r e s e n t s the

buffer

buffers

512
5

core memory of t h e computer u-ied.

i
!i
i

ι
'4
5
"s

'X

τ
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NOTE 7:
When number of peaks are defined, the program aak for drift
control data.

The following assumptions are made concerning

the peaks to be used to control the drift.
a)

For base line drift it is assumed that peak \

is the ·

reference peak to be checked for each new spectrum processed.
For gain drift control (combined with base drift control as
well) peak

2 is assumed to be a second reference peak.

rest of the peaks are not checked by the program.

The

The following

message is typed for drift control.
BASE AND GAIN DRIFT LIMITS = c , c.
where c. is in channels and c_ is in %.

These limits have to be reasonably chosen according to
the nature of the drift expected, the reference peak as
well as the accepted tolerance in the peak markers.

The

following values can be used to deactivate the drift control completely or partially.
c = 0
c, = 0 (c

No drift control.
+ 0) base line drift control only,
(only one peak is checked).
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k.

ALPHABETIC LIST OF COMMANDS
Each command consists of one character command code folloved by as

many parameters as necessary. An index of parameter codes is given .followed
by an alphabetic list of commands.
a

=

real constant

c

=

d
f

_---__.
' j

=

marker set

channel number

m

=

marker number

=

display buffer

n = , order of background

=

integer constant

s

=

spectrum number

COMMHDS:
A

S,, S 2 ,

Β ν

ADD

S.j = S 2 + S

» a

Read in paper tape containing marker
information > on .device ν

C

Continue.

D d

display d

D-d

display overlap

DO

(zero)

d

No display

Ε

Expand display

Ε

Reset display

F f

Display scale is

G

Go to next spectra

Η

Display background fit

Η

switch off baclEground fit

I f

Displace all narkers of the current set
by

i

f channels

J j

Current set of markers is

Κ

Go to next peak

L E, f

Displace m

Μ m, c

Set m

at

by
c

f

j

channels

76.

Set n

ïi n

Output punch the whole set of markers"

v

O

ρ ε

Delete

S from diec.

Q f

List spectrum information
from disc.

R S

Read S
Save current set of numbers and initiate

s

the next set at the same positions.
Operate centre with variation in peak
markers.
Calibrate routine. See. section '
3.2i-é foar details.
V C

T

Read the current spectrum between c1
and

c g inclusive.

w

List the current j

X S, f

Shift spectrum

S by f channels

S(c + f) = S (c)
H, f

Set display base of d to f
0 ί f ί 6U

Ζ f

Move the expanded display

ΖG

Stop movement of the expanded display.

/text/

Text.

BELL

Stop magnetic tape file skip.

Delete

the last character of the input string
(except the command code).
Delete the input string (except the
command code).
Change standard constants.

